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executive SuMMary
Ensuring high-quality teacher preparation is not simply a matter of mandating standards for programs. Individual candidates from diverse backgrounds must be able to
access high-quality preparation opportunities on an equitable and affordable basis if
the nation wants diverse, well-qualified teachers for every classroom.
in our research, PrePared to teach staff (formerly the Sustainable Funding Project, or
SFP) have spoken with both traditional and alternative teacher education programs
across the country that embrace high standards for teacher preparation, using residencystyle co-teaching placements where candidates work alongside accomplished teachers
in P-12 classrooms.
these programs offer promising models for teacher preparation, but often the costs to
candidates for their living expenses are not incorporated into program design
considerations. residents often go from co-teaching all day to night shift work to make
ends meet; essentially, they work two full-time jobs. the superhuman effort to work
nights and double shifts on weekends on top of full-time teaching every day, in addition
to coursework, seems a widely accepted rite of passage. we question the wisdom of
expecting aspiring teachers—or any professional—to prepare for their career under such
circumstances.
teachers are no different from other professionals who must master the complex
interplay between an expanding disciplinary knowledge base and the application of that
knowledge to address nuanced situations, no two of which are ever precisely the same.
experiential learning requirements, from 1,500 hours to several years, are part of the
licensure process for architects, civil engineers, hairdressers, doctors, and pharmacists.
all these ﬁelds require candidates to complete substantial experiential learning before
being licensed to practice independently.1 to our knowledge, teaching is the only
profession in the united States that allows aspiring entrants to practice independently
without full certiﬁcation and with as little as 15 hours’ experience in a classroom.2
without ﬁnancial supports for experiential learning, economic incentives favor
candidates entering the ﬁeld through fast-track programs that offer immediate
employment as teachers of record with full salaries and beneﬁts before individuals are
fully certiﬁed. Most graduates from these programs teach diverse, high-need, or lowincome students; they also leave the ﬁeld more quickly than teachers entering through
other routes, creating a revolving door of new teachers for these students.3

1

research shows that novice teachers are less effective than their more veteran
counterparts,4 so programs that do not foster retention in the profession contribute to
educational inequity and reduce the efﬁcacy of districts’ efforts to provide professional
development and school improvement initiatives that last beyond a school year. in effect,
the nation has an institutionally embedded inequitable distribution of novice and
underprepared teachers, directly connected, we believe, to our economic models for
teacher preparation.
among those working to address these issues through residency-style preparation, we
have found four types of programs, each carrying a distinct set of economic implications:

Specialized district programs,

in which most costs are sustained by the district to design and deliver programs that meet
district hiring needs;

grant incentivized programs,

in which programs are developed in response to state, federal, and philanthropic funding
opportunities;

unfunded residencies,

in which higher education redesigns programs using internal resources, but candidates
receive no ﬁnancial support for living expenses; and

teacher preparation redesign partnerships,

in which districts and programs work together to more tightly align programs to district
needs to be able to fund candidates while they pursue residency work.
across these models, preparation programs in general seem able to redesign their work
in ways that can sustainably support program delivery costs, but candidates’ living
expenses are rarely addressed through preparation program redesign. Programs make
efforts to reduce candidates’ ﬁnancial burdens, particularly for the most ﬁnancially needy,
by piecing together revenue streams from local, state, federal, philanthropic, and
institutional sources, including aggressive fundraising to support candidate scholarships.
they also often discount tuition and revamp or reduce coursework expectations to relieve
debt and scheduling burdens. in district-embedded programs, grants, legislative supports,
and internal commitments to fund priority licensure areas or populations often support
candidates but are unable to scale because the burden of costs lies in central ofﬁces that
often face ﬁscal constraints.
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if the nation could remove cost barriers, as alternative certiﬁcation routes do, the teacher
labor market could change dramatically by allowing potentially strong individuals to
enter the profession without undue ﬁnancial stress. Paid, high quality residencies aligned
to district stafﬁng needs would solve three core problems in our teacher preparation
system:

instead of paying to practice, aspiring teachers would be paid to practice.

aspiring teachers’ debt and work burdens would not have to increase as systems moved to require
appropriate clinical practice of all teachers.

instead of being irrelevant to core school functions, residents would be integral to
school stafﬁng.
residency preparation sites would become models for effective education, with dedicated aspiring
professionals bringing new capacities to help schools improve.

instead of graduating unprepared to teach, as many new teachers confess they are,
new teachers would be well prepared to lead a classroom.

as with other professions, receiving a license would signal that teachers had the professional capacity
to succeed on their own, without “sink or swim” years while learning to teach on the job.
Policymakers can and should prioritize developing funding streams to support candidates
in residencies. Funding every newly certiﬁed teacher at the modest rate of $20,000
would only cost $3.4 billion, a third of what we spend on head Start, and less than an a
ﬁfth of what we spend on naSa or on farm subsidies.5 creating a more tightly linked
labor market by incentivizing redesigns of programs to prepare teachers for speciﬁc
hiring needs could result in fewer teachers needing to be prepared; funding the numbers
of new teachers actually hired annually could cost as little as $2 billion a year. these are
manageable costs, especially in light of economic analyses that predict replacing lowquality teachers would both save education dollars and generate trillions in the national
economy.6
absent new funding streams, policymakers should be more strategic in their uses of
existing dollars for teacher preparation and school improvement. rather than funding
“pilot” programs, which typically are developed as add-ons to existing programs, resulting
in duplicative structures and costs, dollars should incentivize restructuring resources to
maximize efﬁcient use of existing dollars. Such efforts can realize signiﬁcant cost savings.
States could also invest in efforts that develop human capital across the system, such as
leading robust networks to learn about promising, sustainable models, creating task
forces to strengthen partnerships, and incentivizing resources for candidates to
matriculate at high-quality programs that help shift the labor market. all these efforts
could support a shift towards high-quality, sustainably funded residencies.
our nation’s children and youth deserve no less than well-prepared teachers, no matter
what classroom they enter or what preparation pathway they pursue. to ensure children
have the teachers they deserve, aspiring teachers will need economic resources to
engage in high-quality preparation programs that include the kind of extended
experiential learning that residencies offer.
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FOLLOWING THE MONEY
Bank Street College established PREPARED TO TEACH (formerly the Sustainable Funding
Project, or SFP) to ensure every aspiring teacher can enter the field through highquality pathways, including financially supported year-long experiential placements,
often called “residencies,” where teacher candidates work alongside accomplished
teachers to build their understanding of and skills for teaching.
Since our founding just two years ago, we have followed national and international
research and engaged with teacher preparation programs and districts across the nation
to articulate the case for every child having teachers who are certiﬁed through highquality programs that include year-long co-teaching before being hired to teach.7 we have
explored the barriers to entry into quality programs for individual teacher candidates and
opportunities for existing dollars to remove those barriers.8 we have shown how
individual principals can creatively use existing school building resources to reap the
beneﬁts of comprehensive school improvement, and offer a pathway towards
transformed teacher preparation.9

the intent of our work has been to understand what it might take for systems to
adequately ﬁnance high-quality preparation for every teacher. ensuring high-quality
preparation is not simply a matter of mandating standards. individual candidates from
diverse backgrounds must be able to access, on an equitable and affordable basis, highquality programs. the economics of teacher preparation matter if the nation wants
diverse, well-qualiﬁed teachers for every classroom.i
in the united States, though, the system is designed so that costs for teacher preparation
are borne almost entirely by those who want to teach. as a result, many candidates cannot
afford to enter the ﬁeld. high-proﬁle residencies recognize that preparation costs impose
signiﬁcant barriers to entering the profession, so their programs offer free or reduced
tuition, living stipends, or even full salaries and beneﬁts for aspiring teachers.

it turns out that when cost barriers are removed, the teacher labor market changes
dramatically, whether by attracting more candidates into the profession through fasttrack programs with salaries and beneﬁts, or by giving candidates the ﬁnancial supports
they need to enroll in strong programs that prepare them to succeed and remain in the
profession.10 Scaling and even maintaining such programs, though, has been considered
impossible. Philanthropic and grant dollars don’t exist for every aspiring teacher in the
nation to cover the $40,000 to $60,000 per-candidate recurring costs these programs
typically incur.11
the economics of being a teacher also matter for the profession, as activism in west virginia, Kentucky, oklahoma, and arizona
have once again brought to public consciousness. though focused on pre-service funding issues, PrePared to teach
wholeheartedly supports efforts to close gender and pay gaps for the educator workforce. teacher attrition rates and lowered
standards for entering the profession are linked to pay disparities. to have a quality education system across the nation, both
pre-service and in-service ﬁnancial issues will need to have cost and beneﬁt structures that make the profession viable
For example, see desiree carver-thomas and linda darling-hammond, “teacher turnover: why it Matters and what we can
do about it” (Palo alto, ca: learning Policy institute, august 2017), http://bit.ly/2w691ju; alexia Fernández campbell, “the
west virginia teachers Strike is over. But oklahoma and arizona May Be next.,” vox, March 7, 2018, http://bit.ly/2iqhdop; e.
J. dionne, “what Striking teachers teach us,” washington Post, april 4, 2018, sec. opinions,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/what-striking-teachers-teach-us/2018/04/04/92e7446e-3842-11e8-8fd249fe3c675a89_story.html.
i
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PrePared to teach encountered residency
programs that appeared to have more sustainable
and, potentially, scalable funding models. the
genesis of Following the Money was our desire to
better understand whether their ﬁnancial
approaches might allow quality residencies to
scale. we visited eight such programs to learn
how they funded their residencies, anticipating
we would uncover promising ﬁnancial practices
that would support the spread of quality
preparation, including ﬁnancially supported
residencies. their stories are inspiring in many
ways; case studies on the sites we visited will be
available later in 2018.

lessons from these pioneering programs inform
the content of this report, but the major takeaway
of a cross-site analysis is this: Making more
progress on sustainably funding quality teacher
preparation will require a better understanding of
the economics of teacher preparation. Both
programs and aspiring teachers work with a web
of costs and resource streams, all of which
interact in complicated ways that merit a more
nuanced discussion of what it takes to understand
how to adequately fund teacher preparation.
Following the Money offers our ﬁrst take on this
challenge.

What We Know—and Don’t
Know—about High-Quality
Teacher Preparation

the current empirical research on the impact of teacher preparation
on teacher quality is inconclusive. Several challenges prevent
deﬁnitive statements about which teacher preparation programs or
practices might be preferable. For example, some studies rely on
non-standardized achievement outcomes; others use standardized
achievement scores, which are not available for every grade and subject; still others include teachers’
evaluations, survey responses, or longevity in the ﬁeld as outcome measures. when studies use multiple
measures, positive effects in one domain are not necessarily borne out in other domains.12 when studies ﬁnd
statistically signiﬁcant differences, the practical importance of those differences are often negligible.13

in addition, variability in school contexts, student demographics and achievement, and state and district policies
can compromise the generalizability of individual studies. Because sample sizes are often small, and because
many studies are focused on specialized programs, both selection effects and large standard errors can make
interpretations tenuous. in fact, as is the case with most education research, variation within programs is often
larger than variation between programs.14 Because most quantitative teacher preparation research uses program
type—alternative or traditional—as the basis for analytic comparisons, the vast differences within these program
types can confound ﬁndings.15

the complicated nature of teacher preparation research affects debates about optimal program designs. For
example, alternative preparation pathways include programs such as teach for america (tFa), which has a highly
selective admissions process, and hundreds of other programs that might or might not have any selection
processes beyond candidates’ holding a degree and passing background checks. if studies include tFa programs
along with other alternative models, the tFa outcomes, which are difﬁcult to separate from selection effects,
can buoy effects from other alternative programs.16 Similarly, the wide range of both within- and betweenprogram differences in traditional pathways can mask both positive and negative impacts of individual traditional
programs.17 in sum, causal inferences on teacher preparation are, by and large, unwarranted given our current
knowledge base.18

when outcomes of interest are test scores, claims for residency-based teacher preparation are open to the same
kind of scrutiny that other teacher preparation research faces. while most rigorous studies have documented
positive achievement impacts of residencies, with some exceptions in SteM subjects, achievement ﬁndings do
not point conclusively to residencies. Beyond achievement, however, residencies are universally documented to
increase retention of teachers, in particular in high-need schools and districts.19 Because teacher experience is
associated with improved teacher quality, retention is a valuable outcome measure, offering directional guidance
for teacher preparation policy to facilitate residencies where possible.20 new teachers, principals, and education
faculty all recommend more clinical practice as a way to improve teacher preparation.21 lessons from other
countries and professions also indicate the likely value of increased clinical practice before leading a classroom.22
For these reasons, PrePared to teach works to ﬁnd ways to address the economic disincentives for longer clinical
practice before teachers take on the responsibility of their own classrooms.
5
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BecoMing a ProFeSSional

Across the globe, those who enter professions anticipate economic stability and
respectable social standing in comparison to many others in their communities. In
return, professionals pledge to serve society with integrity, holding themselves to high
standards for practice, learning, and reflection to enable them to better support those
whom they serve.23

For individuals pursuing professions in the united States, costs to enter a chosen ﬁeld can
be high. Both costs for degrees and opportunity costs of time spent in supervised practice
affect the economics of entering a ﬁeld.

d ir e ct c o s ts to t h e i n divi du al for h i gh er e du cati on
Paying for college in the united States is increasingly difﬁcult for all but the most
privileged. Student debt, largely accepted as a necessity to earn a college degree, reached
such a crisis level that President obama in 2015 proposed free community college across
the nation. Senator Bernie Sanders stumped heavily on college costs during his
presidential run in 2016. now, what not long ago seemed a dream is increasingly a reality:
over a dozen states offer free community college tuition, and new york has tuition-free
undergraduate degrees, reclaiming a tradition that city university of new york and
california’s public universities historically embraced but gave up decades ago.24

lowering tuition burdens will doubtless ease the ﬁnancial struggles of future graduates,
but undergraduate tuition is only part of the ﬁnancial picture. living expenses while in
school account for more than half the price of getting a degree.25 despite pressures to do
well academically, 70% of college students work to defray their costs, with 40% of
undergraduates and 76% of graduate students clocking more than 30 hours a week,
largely in low-wage jobs.26 Making ends meet is still difﬁcult. half of community college
students have tenuous housing situations and insufﬁcient food; college students
nationwide are increasingly eligible for food stamps.27 Still, in general, the economic
returns to college prove worthwhile. lifetime earnings more than compensate for the
costs of most undergraduate degrees.ii
not all college majors are equally sound economic investments, though. teaching is a
regrettable exception to the rule. Both early childhood and childhood education majors,
licensed to teach the nation’s youth for the ﬁrst nine to twelve years of children’s lives,
are expected to earn less over their lifetimes than a typical graduate from an associate’s
degree program. other education majors don’t fare much better.28

Further, because undergraduate tuition costs are roughly equivalent regardless of one’s
major, educators are likely to have the same debt burden as peers from their graduating
classes. compared to other ﬁelds, since teachers are paid far less, their loan payments
require a much higher proportion of their salaries compared to other professionals’ takehome pay.29 Many careers, including teaching, can require graduate study. additional
graduate debt load compounds teachers’ disproportionate ﬁnancial burden.30
ii
even considering these general positive returns to higher education, student debt remains a national issue that requires
better policy solutions. For example, individuals enrolled in for-proﬁt higher education institutions do not have the same patterns of positive returns to their college investments, and they are much more likely to have crippling levels of debt. also,
loan repayment structures require high proportions of graduates’ salaries early in their careers, when income levels are typically lower. new graduates with loan debt thus have less ﬁnancial security. See, e.g., Stephenie reigg cellini and rajeev darolia, “different degrees of debt: Student Borrowing in the for-Proﬁt, nonproﬁt, and Public Sectors” (Brown center on
education Policy: Brookings, 2016); Jennie h. woo, “repayment of Student loans as of 2015 among 1995–96 and 2003–04
First-time Beginning Students: First look,” 2015, 91.
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What Makes a Career a
“Profession”?

whether teaching is a profession, or even whether “professionalization” of
teaching is desirable, is a long-running debate in the united States.

on one side, experts call for teaching to become a more “professionalized”
ﬁeld, with less variability in practice across contexts, more codiﬁcation of
“best practices,” and an agreed-upon knowledge base that all teachers should master.31 others argue that the
contextualized nature of classroom teaching requires individualized relationship-building and decision-making
processes, making it impossible to develop strong teachers through training in specialized techniques and
practices. they link professionalism to autonomy, arguing for supportive environments where teachers with a
deep knowledge and practice base in education can work collaboratively with professional autonomy.32

these positions are not mutually exclusive. educators could easily embrace building a stronger shared knowledge
base and more professional autonomy, for example. other countries do, and they organize teaching in ways that
both honor autonomy and support systemic learning and improvement. their preparation programs require
aspiring teachers to have a deep knowledge base and to apply their knowledge in systematic ways through practice
alongside accomplished teachers and leaders. teachers have time each day for collaborative learning and problemsolving, and they are compensated comparable to other professionals. the public trusts educators to bring their
professional wisdom to bear on the work of designing policy and improving schools.33

in summer of 2005, the american academy of arts and Sciences dedicated its journal Daedelus to exploring the
professions in the united States. the opening article highlighted six principles that separate “professions” from
other livelihoods, incorporating aspects of both sides of our national debate on the teaching profession.34 teaching
aligns with these principles, offering a possible view of the ﬁeld as a profession that allows for both autonomy and
identiﬁcation of a core body of knowledge, as we attempt to show here:

Service to individuals and society

educators teach their students so they can contribute to, ﬂourish in, and positively inﬂuence society.

a body of knowledge necessary for success

general, content, and culturally-speciﬁc and supportive pedagogy; human development; and learning sciences
are indispensable for a successful teaching career.

Skills and practices unique to the ﬁeld

Fostering critical thinking, knowledge development, and interpersonal skills across groups and individuals
throughout a developmental trajectory are among a host of skills and practices unique to teaching.

integrity and adaptability in technical and professional judgments

the changing developmental nature of students in relation to others in a class, coupled with interpersonal
and societal opportunities and challenges for making sense of a complex world, requires professional decisionmaking each moment of every day.

commitment to learning from practice

educators regularly explore their practice—through advanced degrees, engaging in learning communities and
professional development, and attending conferences.

a professional community responsible for oversight of the ﬁeld

this principle is perhaps the least representative of teaching in the united States, given that regulatory
responsibility for education rests in each of the states, some of which tightly adhere to states’ rights to deﬁne
parameters for the education.35 in addition, philanthropy has a strong inﬂuence on education, as do religion
and politics.36 Still, for teacher preparation in particular, the professional community has embraced
responsibility for the ﬁeld. the american association of colleges for teacher education (aacte) fully
supports and promotes adoption of teacher candidate performance standards and a uniﬁed national
accreditation system.37
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experiential requirements, costs, and Supports for licensure
the negative economic incentives for attracting
and retaining strong teachers generally focus on
salaries, whether compared to other professions
or in relationship to debt levels. these metrics are
important, since compensation affects districts’
ability to attract and retain strong teachers.38

another piece of the economic picture is less
visible but also crucial for teacher quality: the
costs associated with required ﬁeld-based
experiences for becoming a teacher.

Professions such as architecture, civil engineering,
pharmacy, teaching, and medicine share a
common feature: their practitioners are expected
to use professional judgment to assess unique,
complex situations and make ethical, appropriate
decisions about the best course of action.39 to
meet that standard, candidates in these ﬁelds
receive supervised, hands-on experience in a
range of settings before being approved to
practice on their own. only through practice can
they master the complex interplay between an
expanding disciplinary knowledge base and the
application of that knowledge to address nuanced
situations, no two of which are ever precisely the
same. For that reason, licensure requirements for
experiential components such as internships or
residencies are standard across many professions.

increasing the intensity, duration, and focus of
clinical practice experiences in teacher education
has been a goal for decades, and expectations for
integrated ﬁeldwork throughout a program of
study and for longer full-time, supervised clinical
practice continue to rise.40 Many programs have
embraced even higher bars for clinical practice
than their states and professional associations
require, using residencies to prepare their
teachers. Paid residencies, which are common in
other nations with strong education systems, have
been shown to increase the diversity of the
workforce, improve teacher retention, and boost
student outcomes, both in residency training sites
and in residency-prepared teachers’ own
classes.41
while the profession has been moving towards
extended clinical practice, policymakers have
proliferated pathways that incentivize entry into
teaching with “on-the-job” training. these fast-

track programs have a comparatively poor track
record of retention, and the students they serve
are disproportionately those from low-income or
special needs backgrounds, meaning students
repeatedly experience the negative effects of
having novice teachers. nevertheless, fast-track
programs across the nation allow individuals to
receive full salaries and beneﬁts as teachers with
as little as 15 hours’ observing an actual
classroom.42

no other ﬁeld allows aspirants to take on the
responsibilities of its profession before having
completed all components, including experiential
requirements, for their licensure. under
supervision of more senior professionals,
architects work for two years and engineers for
four before being able to sit for their licensure
exams.43 Pharmacists complete roughly 1,500
hours of internships before they can take
certiﬁcation exams.44 Physicians, after completing
four years of post-baccalaureate medical school,
sit for exams in order to qualify for entry into
three to seven years of supervised residency
practice before being allowed to practice
independently.45 hairdressers complete 1,500
hours of supervised training on average before
being able to sit for licensure exams.46
of course, costs come along with these
experiential components. if there is no ﬁnancial
support provided, an aspiring professional could
expect an increase in loan debt or a need to take
on extra work during full-time experiential
placements—both unattractive options. Pressure
from mounting debt and reduced capacity to learn
because of exhaustion from outside work can lead
to negative associations with the profession and
less positive outcomes for those the profession
serves.

architecture and civil engineering address the
challenge of experiential costs by having an
extensive post-baccalaureate system requiring
paid work in supervised professional settings,
with salaries averaging $45,000-$55,000 a year.47
Pharmacists average over $14 an hour during
their clinical practice.48 undergraduate internship
salaries on average top $17 an hour.49 other ﬁelds
have found ways to address the costs to enter
their professions; education must also.

the econoMicS oF BecoMing a ProFeSSional
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What do we mean
when we say

Teacher Residency?
Our Working Deﬁnition of Residency

Rethinking How
We Use “Residency”

From our study of programs across the nation, we believe
that quality residency-style preparation generally follows
these principles, whether through undergraduate,
graduate, alternative, or traditional preparation:

The term “residency” has been applied to
clinical practice models that often share no
resemblance.
For example, some programs use the term
“residency” to signify a quick entry
alternative program with strong coaching
supports. At the other extreme, we know of
schools that hire fully certiﬁed teachers as
“residents” to co-teach for two years in
order to facilitate their induction into the
profession. Undergraduate, graduate,
alternative, and traditional programs with
year-long clinical practice are often called
residencies. At the same time, some say
that any tradtional program, by deﬁnition,
cannot be a residency.

Figure 1: A Working Definition of Residencies
Medicine, as far away as it may seem from
teaching, offers an instructive example for how
teacher preparation might address costs for
experiential learning so all new teachers complete
clinical practice before being hired to teach. at the
beginning of the 20th century, routes to become
a physician ranged widely in quality and
expectations, just as in teacher preparation today.
at the high-quality end was a then-unique medical
residency at Johns hopkins, where aspiring
doctors slept in administrative ofﬁces of the
hospital for years while learning to become expert
physicians.50 at the other extreme were pay-forcertiﬁcation degrees that functioned as revenue
streams for colleges across the nation, much like
certiﬁcate programs such as border security and
wedding planning do today.51 the patchwork

9
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Responsibility for candidates’ development as novice
professionals is shared by school, district, and program
partners.
Candidates develop rich foundational knowledge in
content, educational theory and pedagogy as part of
their programs.
Candidates do not serve as teachers of record. Rather,
they work as co-teachers with an accomplished teacher
who has mentoring skills.
Candidates follow the P-12 calendar for full-time clinical
placements, generally at least four days a week,
experiencing the arc of the school year with a consistent
set of students.
Candidates’ instructional practice is grounded in
research-based principles of learning, such as
constructivism and motivation theory, not simply in
mastery of techniques.
Candidates’ roles in their classrooms are substantive.
They help plan, deliver, assess, and reﬂect on their and
their co-teachers’ impact on student growth and learning.

system in medical preparation meant most
citizens had underqualiﬁed doctors, widely
disparaged as “quacks.”

concerted efforts to professionalize medical
education became the focus of state and federal
policy reforms in the early 20th century. as a
result, the nation embraced a set of standards for
aspiring doctors, including the medical residency
model, creating the most widely adopted
physician training approach in the world.52

Scaling medical residencies without ﬁnancial
supports would have been impossible, but
lowering standards for the profession to address
the cost barriers would have defeated the goals of
improving medical training. So the ﬁeld developed
residency systems that linked tightly to the

provision of quality medical care. Medical
teaching hospitals developed, where aspiring
physicians learned to apply their medical
knowledge to “bedside” cases as part of caregiving teams. their roles in hospital care were
formally designed into stafﬁng models, allowing
them to receive stipends while working full-time
under expert supervision.

over time, stipends for medical interns and
residents became part of state and federal
support for public health in general. Medical
education has developed into a crucial component
of the country’s medical delivery system, and
today the public supports new physicians at the
rate of $11.5 billion a year, or nearly half a million
dollars for each new doctor who enters the
profession.53
obviously, preparing the nation’s 20,000 new
physicians each year at half a million dollars per
new doctor, while expensive, is more manageable
than budgeting the same per-candidate cost for
the roughly 100,000 new teachers who are hired
each year—let alone the many more who train to
become teachers but do not pursue careers inside
the classroom.

the costs of supporting residency-style teacher
preparation, though, would actually be a fraction
of the cost for medical preparation, despite the
larger numbers of teachers. Public schools do not
need the expensive investments in equipment that
medical hospitals do. Most one-year residency
programs cost between $20,000 and $60,000 per

candidate.iii in 2015, the number of newlycertiﬁed teachers in the nation was 170,000.
Funding every one of those potential new
teachers would have cost between $3.4 and $10.2
billion.

not all those individuals became teachers, though.
By selecting candidates who are most likely to be
committed to teaching and ﬁnding ways to link
programs more closely to districts’ hiring needs,
fewer candidates would need to be supported. in
the same year, 100,000 of the nation’s teacher
hires were new teachers, newly certiﬁed. at the
low end, supporting these future hires would have
cost just over $2 billion a year; at the high end, the
price tag would have been just over $6 billion.54 to
put such potential expenditures in perspective,
the federal government now spends nearly $20
billion a year each for naSa and farm subsidies
and half that for head Start.55

even at the high end, these dollars would be an
important investment in the nation’s future, given
the impact of good teachers on individual children
and the economy as a whole. every additional high
school graduate resulting from better teachers
would save taxpayers nearly a quarter of a million
dollars over his or her lifetime, and ridding the
system of the least effective teachers—who also
are those most likely to leave the profession
quickly and to serve students with the greatest
needs, compounding educational inequities—
could bring trillions into the economy.56

iii
although no systematic, public comparable data on expenditures for residency-style preparation exist, PrePared to teach has worked with programs across the country, providing the project insight into the range of expenditures for residency-style preparation. high-end models we have
seen cite service prices at around $60,000 per candidate, including supports for tuition. More common, modestly priced models that only offer living stipend supports range from $10,000 to $20,000 per candidate. our analyses of funded programs through national grants suggest costs of
roughly $48,000 per candidate.

the econoMicS oF BecoMing a ProFeSSional
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t e ac h e r P r e Pa r at i o n
The costs behind the price tag for teacher preparation historically have been related
to personnel connected to four common certification expectations for candidates:
•
•

Subject area knowledge

Knowledge of education

•

•

Field-based experiences

culminating clinical placements

Most teachers still pursue certiﬁcation through “traditional” college and university
programs that include all four of these components. coursework costs incorporate ﬁeldbased and culminating clinical experiences as part of degree programs that lead to
certiﬁcation. undergraduate education candidates receive bachelor’s degrees that
include the major components of certiﬁcation, paid for with undergraduate tuition and
fees. Many graduate certiﬁcation programs also lead to master’s degrees, where tuition
and fees operate largely as they do for undergraduate programs, though coursework is
more tightly focused on knowledge and practice in education, with little to no direct cost
for coursework related to subject area knowledge.

alongside traditional models, individuals today have a range of alternative routes to
become certiﬁed to teach, with options in higher education, districts, for-proﬁts and nonproﬁts. cost models can differ widely from traditional course-based approaches. For
example, programs might accept standardized test scores as evidence of meeting content
or education knowledge expectations rather than providing coursework. Self-paced
online modules with automated grading can greatly reduce costs for coursework.
experiential costs can be trimmed, too. Fieldwork, traditionally designed to allow aspiring
teachers to develop solid foundations of practice before entering more intensive clinical
placements, can be reduced or eliminated. as Figure 2 notes, 21 states allow experiential
learning to be waived completely in alternative routes, replacing the traditional
requirement with on-the-job training. (See appendix 1 for state-by-state information.)
how a program chooses to meet certiﬁcation expectations directly affects costs and can
intersect with quality. For example, a program that focuses narrowly on techniques to
drive achievement scores in tested areas might be able to more rapidly assess candidates
as having mastered a set of techniques and hence certify them more quickly, reducing
costs through fewer courses and ﬁeld experiences. But the absence of broader research
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States Requiring Any Experiential Learning for
Alternative Routes to Certiﬁcation
8
Require experiential
learning for all
alternatives
22
Only require
experiential learning
for some certiﬁcations
or programs
21
Do not require
experiential learning
for any alternate
routes

Figure 2: Alternative Licensure and Experiential Learning

and theory on education and how people learn
might hinder these candidates’ understanding of
how to foster students’ development. Programs
that opt to incorporate the highest-quality
knowledge and experiential base might take
longer for candidates to complete and, as a result,
cost more.

Figure 3 compares four certiﬁcation options—
actual programs from across the nation that
represent different pathways candidates might
choose to become teachers. Model 1, an
undergraduate program, includes certiﬁcation as
part of a degree and only requires one semester
of unpaid student teaching instead of a full year of
residency. the two master’s degree models add
$10,000 to $13,000 in additional education debt
for a candidate compared to the undergraduate
degree; one program also requires an additional
year of study. the ﬁnal model, a fast-track
program, allows a candidate to enter the
classroom without accruing additional debt
before receiving an undergraduate degree and
minimal living expenses before earning a full
salary.

Length of Minimum Experiential Learning in
States that Require it for Alternative Routes
47%
Length not speciﬁed
13%
1 week or less
34%
5 weeks or less
3%
5 weeks to 10 weeks
3%
10 weeks to 15 weeks
analysis of data from united States department of education, title ii data,

.

https://title2.ed.gov/Public/home.aspx. “States include the district of columbia

absent ﬁnancial supports from family,
scholarships, stipends, or loans, aspiring teachers
would have strong economic incentives to opt for
model 4 after earning a bachelor’s degree, despite
possible preferences to earn a degree from a
particular institution or to experience a more
deliberate and thorough course of study to enter
their profession. undergraduates would have
ﬁnancial incentives to pursue bachelors’ programs
that might offer alternative employment
opportunities with higher pay, knowing they could
enter model 4 later if they wanted to teach. in
these ways, the economics of teacher preparation
link tightly to questions of cost and quality,
affecting the preparedness of teachers in
classrooms across the nation.

coSt and Quality driverS in teacher PreParation
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CHOOSING A PATH

Program requirements for different
components of preparation vary
across models, represented by the
charts below.

Large Public University in the South | Bachelor’s degree
$46,000

$74,000

published tuition rate

MODEL 1

content courses

estimated living expenses

education courses

$27,000

average debt

ﬁeld experiences

4 years
duration

clinical

This traditional undergraduate preparation program admits students during their second year at
the university. Admitted students enroll in 4 semesters of professional coursework, including one
semester of student teaching.

Mid-Size Public College in the Mid-Atlantic | Bachelor’s & Master’s degrees

$81,000

published tuition rate

content courses

$91,000

$37,000

estimated living expenses

average debt

5 years
duration

ﬁeld experiences

education courses

clinical

MODEL 2

This dual degree program requires admission in the second year of undergraduate studies.
Students complete two semesters of student teaching: one for the Bachelor’s degree and another
for the Master’s degree.

Large Public University in the Paciﬁc Northwest | Master’s degree
$34,000

$38,874

published tuition rate

MODEL 3

content courses

estimated living expenses

education courses

$13,000

additional debt

ﬁeld experiences

2 years
duration

clinical

Students in this program take courses over three semesters, with a single semester student
teaching placement. The program works with partner schools to embed some summer courses in
a local elementary school.

Fast-Track in a Southern City | Optional Master’s degree
$600

$3,000

total start-up fees

estimated living expenses

content courses

education courses

$0

additional debt

ﬁeld experiences

6 weeks
duration

clinical

Aspiring teachers with a degree in any subject area can apply to this fast-track program to become
teachers of record the following fall. Preparation consists of six weeks of training in a school with
practice-focused workshops, after which teachers start earning a full salary.
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Figure 3: Preparation Models

MODEL 4

w h o Pay S F o r w h at i n

teacher reSidencieS
Since residencies require candidates to engage in experiential learning for even longer
than traditional student teaching, revenue sources that defray candidates’ costs are
of particular importance if the nation is going to grow this promising preparation
approach and attract strong individuals into teaching.
Beyond funding for candidates, which not every residency provides, instructional costs
for courses, mentoring, supervision of ﬁeld experiences, and a host of other operational
features—including everything from leadership to building space to accreditation to
recruitment—exist in every program. how those costs get paid and what the dollars buy,
though, varies tremendously by program, possibly helping explain conﬂicting claims we
have heard that residencies do not cost more than traditional preparation and that
residencies cost much, much more than traditional programs.
we have found that residencies generally fall into four types, each with distinct funding
principles.

Specialized district programs

Since at least the 1970s, urban districts have used residency programs to help address
hiring needs. these programs typically prepare a few candidates from targeted
populations each year for specialized licensure areas or hard-to-staff schools.
candidates are selected to ensure they are a strong match for districts’ labor market
needs. Funds from districts’ budgets, whether from state or local taxes or federal or
philanthropic dollars, often sustain the programs. districts regularly provide tuition
for candidates’ required certiﬁcation coursework, raising district expenses for these
programs. while many districts have identiﬁed some sustainable funding streams,
ﬁnding enough dollars to grow programs to serve larger populations has proved a
challenge.

incentivized programs

States, districts, the federal government, and foundations have provided hundreds of
millions of dollars in grant funds to support the development of residencies. these
initiatives are typically constructed outside of existing preparation structures, with
separate stafﬁng and program expectations for the cohorts served by the grants. as
a result, costs can be high, and programs struggle to remain open after funding is gone.
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unfunded residencies

Some higher education institutions require unpaid residencies in their degree programs, usually at
the undergraduate level. teacher candidates rely on family resources, take out loans, and/or work
additional jobs on top of their full-time residencies and coursework to cover living expenses.
extended clinical practice under the guidance of an experienced mentor teacher is valued, but
candidates’ ability to focus on their learning can be compromised, and those from lower
socioeconomic backgrounds can ﬁnd themselves precluded from the opportunity for residency-style
preparation. leaders of such programs have found ways to fund program delivery, but not candidate
stipends, by shifting how the entire college uses resources.

teacher preparation redesign partnerships

across the country, often with the support of staff at PrePared to teach, preparation programs and
district partners have begun to adapt design principles used in medical training. Programs are
redesigning coursework and certiﬁcation offerings to more closely meet district hiring needs and
school improvement goals, resulting in cost savings for districts through embedded professional
development, improved teacher retention, and reduction in student remediation costs. districts are
redesigning stafﬁng to support resident stipends. Start-up dollars often help fund the change
initiatives, but sustainable funding can be built into planning from the start.

where the Money comes From

understanding what the whole cost of a residency program might be requires more than budget sheets.
Many revenue streams that support residencies are not accounted for as part of residency programs’
ofﬁcial budgets. while programs can produce expenditure records for grants and stand-alone
residencies, those ﬁgures rarely capture the full picture of program expenses and candidate supports.
For example, scholarships almost never show up as connected to the residency but are common for many
candidates. cost centers like fundraising and public relations, which can be quite large for some programs,
are generally seen as separate from program delivery and are frequently funded through revenue streams
not attached to the program budget. Such realities make understanding the true set of resources that
support a residency program a challenge—and comparing across programs even more difﬁcult.

regardless of the program type, though, residencies have a common set of revenue streams from donors
and taxpayers that support the costs of their programs. each source offers beneﬁts for program
development and/or continuation; some also carry inherent challenges for program stability and overall
costs.

discretionary governmental grants

State and federal grants targeted for residencies are widespread but usually designed as short-term
dollars. Some discretionary grants, such as americorps, are not speciﬁcally targeted for teacher
preparation, but residencies have been able to draw on the dollars to support candidates.57

governmental grants can be large, but funding is anything but guaranteed, both for individual
programs and of the funding streams themselves.58 Programs developed through these sources often
face closure at the end of the grant period. Sometimes, programs attempt to re-brand themselves
as grants are ending so they are eligible to apply for a new round of funding for a slightly revised
residency—perhaps, for example, focused on a different licensure area.
grants are often conceived of and written by one “side” of a partnership, whether higher education
or districts. as a result, initial proposals might inadvertently privilege one group over another, such
as funding either candidates or mentors through the grant—but not both. how original grants are
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written can inﬂuence the vision for residency possibilities, with ramiﬁcations for program design
lasting years after the grant ends.

Philanthropic supports

Philanthropic gifts have had a strong impact on residency development, with funds ﬂowing to
districts, traditional programs, and alternative providers in the sector. often carrying fewer
constraints than state or federal sources, philanthropic dollars have enabled many programs to
open—and keep open—their doors.

Some philanthropic donors seek broader sector change, hoping to shift “business as usual” in teacher
preparation. residencies with such funding can ﬁnd themselves dedicating resources to help realize
funders’ understanding of where the ﬁeld should move, adding organizational and infrastructure
costs. Simultaneously, programs may face pressure to develop new funding streams, adding to their
responsibilities.

Some residencies have benefactors, funders with ties to the local community, who support programs
with recurring dollars, usually designated to support students. Building a pool of good teachers in
their localities ﬁts their mission, resulting in modest but stable candidate supports.

resource reallocation from education budgets

the largest pool of dollars to support residencies comes through reallocation of public dollars
already in the education system. the u.S. spends $630 billion annually on P-12 education, over
$11,000 per student on average, with around 10 percent coming from the federal government and
the remainder split between state and local revenues.59 any dollars intended for instructional
supports can be reallocated towards residencies.60

Federal formula grants, such as the every Student Succeeds act (eSSa) and individuals with
disabilities education act (idea), distribute dollars through per-student formulae to nearly every
school district in the nation to target instructional supports and improvements for speciﬁc students.
Because residencies are designed in ways that provide personalized instructional supports for
students, well-designed programs can access these dollars to support resident stipends, mentor
stipends, and even coursework.61 States and localities also receive dollars distributed through
formulae for speciﬁc purposes, for example, funds to provide mentoring to novice educators or
professional development for teachers. residency programs have been able to design approaches
that braid those resources into their efforts.

Public higher education institutions also receive non-tuition dollars from state governments, and
portions of those dollars become part of the budgets for their schools of education. though state
funding formula approaches vary, as do internal college and university budget processes, and state
appropriations to higher education have declined dramatically in recent years,62 deans have been
able to design creative course offerings to support district professional development. they also often
re-deploy human capital resources so that the goals of stronger preparation meet the stafﬁng and
instructional needs of districts. when programs are in public institutions, state tax dollars help fund
those efforts.

Since nearly 80% of education budgets are spent on personnel,63 programs that can tap into existing
resources to support residencies often restructure positions—mentors, faculty, substitute teachers,
instructional coaches—so that they are part of overall residency program designs. deeper
partnerships and more focused improvements for schools are potential beneﬁts of redesigning how
staff work, but partnerships need to share strong visions across all stakeholders to achieve the
signiﬁcant stafﬁng shifts that allow for sustainable funding.

who PayS For what in teacher reSidencieS
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other governmental dollars

State and federal dollars occasionally support programs through other mechanisms. earmarks from
the legislature for speciﬁc programs are not uncommon at state levels, especially for programs that
prepare diverse candidates or candidates in high-need areas.64 the federal government has also
provided direct earmarks for teacher preparation in the past.65 once an earmark exists, programs
have a strong likelihood of continued funding. however, as with discretionary grants, earmarks are
not guaranteed, and programs often must dedicate resources to advocate for continued funding.

discretionary budgets

although the amounts are generally minimal in comparison with residency program expenditures
overall, higher education and districts do ﬁnd dollars to support portions of the residency program,
from cash for students facing transportation emergencies to funds for lunches and snacks. Sources
of discretionary budgets vary but can include unrestricted dollars from prior grants or donations,
interest on investments, or saved dollars when universities use approaches that allow tuition dollars
generated through enrollment to serve as the budget allocation that deans can independently
manage.

tuition

every residency program we have encountered has some kind of tuition costs, paid for by individuals
with personal ﬁnances, scholarships, or loans; program grants whether through districts or higher
education; district budgets; higher education budgets; or a combination of these sources. how much
individual candidates pay for tuition depends on a combination of programmatic supports and
personal ﬁnancial aid packages, which can bring tuition costs down substantially.66 (appendix 3
offers a brief discussion of methodological considerations around tuition analyses.) although critics
have sometimes viewed teacher preparation tuition as a “cash cow” for higher education,67 recent
empirical studies from a national sample and from the State of Florida demonstrate that costs to
“produce” education majors are in the middle of lists ranking majors by their expense.68 By way of
comparison, engineering is among the high-cost majors that beneﬁt from other programs’ tuition,
and business is low-cost major that helps support other majors in college.

colleges often attempt to address tuition cost barriers by “discounting,” offering institutional aid
that effectively lowers costs to attract strong, diverse candidates to campus. on average, private
institutions discount tuition to roughly 55% of their published rates; public institutions discount at
a rate of roughly 25%.69 institutions often also discount tuition for groups and programs, which is a
common practice for residency cohorts, whether the program is an alternative or a traditional
pathway. cohort models create stable enrollment numbers, so institutions are willing to consider
reducing tuition for cohorts with cost-effective sizes, generally somewhere between 10 and 20.
Programs also regularly offer tuition discounts for district personnel and school staff who support
candidates, and they regularly provide free and reduced cost professional development courses for
partner schools. district partners also frequently support tuition for specialized programs, and
grant-funded programs often provide tuition.
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Policy and action

How we define policy problems matters, since those definitions imply the range of
policy solutions.70 By excluding the cost burden of experiential learning from the
definition of the problem of quality teacher preparation, the nation has not addressed
the most basic policy needs for the sector.
Students’ ﬁnancial burdens are a key driver of challenges in improving teacher
preparation. without ﬁnancial means to support candidates, programs are reluctant to
require the kind of high-quality residencies that would ensure every new teacher is wellprepared to teach. the hesitation is understandable. requiring unpaid residencies would
mean more aspiring teachers would respond to the ﬁnancial incentives of entering
teaching through fast-track programs. the high opportunity costs for unpaid residency
practice would also likely reduce the diversity of future teachers.

those who do enroll in unpaid residency programs are often stretched too thin to beneﬁt
fully from their experiences. we have heard stories about residents living in their cars or
sleeping on friends’ couches. Still others literally work themselves sick, ending up in
hospitals from exhaustion. we have spoken with residents whose work-school-teaching
schedules were so tight that they had only a few minutes to eat each meal and no space
in their lives for exercise or recreation. we have heard about aspiring teachers, often
those from diverse and non-traditional backgrounds, who had to quit their programs
because they could not afford to complete a residency.

From the perspective of those we have spoken with, these are not tales of woe, distressing
as they are. they are simply accepted realities of entering teaching through a high-quality
professional pathway that includes an unpaid or underpaid residency. the superhuman
effort to work nights and double shifts on weekends, on top of full-time teaching every
day, with coursework in addition, seems to be widely accepted as a kind of rite of passage.
we should not expect aspiring teachers—or any professional—to prepare for their career
under such circumstances.
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implications for Funding

while there is much still to learn about the role residencies can play in improving teaching and learning,
the emergent knowledge base clearly indicates their promise.71 as policymakers explore possibilities for
growing residencies, they should directly address economic burdens of candidates and incentivize
partnerships to use existing resources in new ways that build sustainably fundable residency models.

Strategic Use of Grants to Spur Long-Term Change
grants have enabled the growth of residency
programs, but the tenuous—and often generous—
nature of grant funding can create incentives to
design expensive, unsustainable programs. the
perception that residencies are too expensive to
scale is at least partly a function of residencies
having developed through grant funding.
temporary funding is inherently challenging for
new program planning since existing programs
need to continue if permanent funding does not
materialize. as a result, grant-funded residencies
often are designed as add-ons, separate from
existing structures. to avoid cannibalizing existing
programs, residencies often have duplicative costs
in personnel, management, and infrastructure. in
addition, their typically small size inhibits cost
savings from economies of scale.

grants also often fund pilot program development
and delivery rather than long-term systems
change. although grantors may ask applicants
how they will sustain the pilots, the bar for
sustainability is low. an expressed intent to seek
additional dollars from other sources often
sufﬁces.

without focused efforts to rethink current
structures, not just to design new programs,
grantees cannot engage broader organizational
changes needed to create reasonably priced,
ﬁnancially sustainable residencies.

grantors can support a shift towards sustainable
funding by requiring and supporting more
intentional planning for sustainability of highquality residency programs. PrePared to teach
has successfully brought sustainability principles
into grant applications by supporting partnerships
in longer-term strategic thinking about resource
reallocation. Figure 4 illustrates how a consortium
of nine higher education institutions across 22
urban and rural districts reduced its projected
per-resident cost, including mentor supports,
from the national average of $48,000 across the
teacher Quality Partnership grant program, to
just over $20,000 in 5 years. By providing
sustainability workshops and technical support,
and by having higher bars for evidence of
sustainability plans, grantors could incentivize
resource reallocation planning, building a set of
funding models that could be more broadly
disseminated.

Create Stable Funding Streams for Quality Residencies
State and federal funding for candidates to pursue
certiﬁcation through strong residency programs
should be a priority. underprepared teachers
have high turnover rates. high turnover weakens
schools. weak schools fail students. human costs
to our nation’s youth for being undereducated are
incalculable. economic beneﬁts of having
effective teachers are estimated to be in the
trillions. reducing the ﬁnancial burden for
learning to teach could change the system.72
annual costs of preparing every newly certiﬁed
and hired teacher through a residency, on the
higher side of current residency expenditures
with costs per resident around $60,000, would be
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just over $6 billion a year. considering the return
on investment in the trillions of dollars to the
economy that strong teachers provide, that cost
would be a defensible federal investment.

it would not, however, cost that much. costs are
more likely to be in the $20,000 to $30,000 range,
and district and program redesigns can contribute
existing dollars to the residency. Programs that
are more tightly linked to hiring needs reduce the
numbers of teachers who need to be prepared.
increased retention from graduates of these
programs would, over time, reduce the number of
teachers needing to be hired. PrePared to teach
has calculated that increased retention could

Funding Quality Programs
Since 2009, the Teacher Quality Partnership (TQP) grant program has funded 68 projects with a total of
$560,000,000 for 5-year initiatives to create model urban & rural teacher preparation programs. 22 TQP awards
granted in 2014 and 2016 will fund 3,219 new teachers nationwide over ﬁve years, averaging $48,196 per resident.

2014 & 2016 TEACHER QUALITY PARTNERSHIP AWARD LOCATIONS

But estimated costs per resident for these programs vary widely.

Total requests range from $15,000 to $120,000 per resident.
PREPARED TO TEACH worked on a recent federal grant that proposed residency programs at nine different institutes of
higher education in eight states. All sites worked with one or more local districts to develop a fully- funded, year-long,
pre-service residency for teacher candidates, including training, mentor development, stipends, and tuition considerations. Each site committed to decreasing costs over the ﬁve-year grant period and sustaining the program beyond
the funding term. The following analysis is drawn from the grant proposal’s budget and narrative.
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9

10

institutes of
higher education

urban school
districts

74

participating
schools

rural school
districts

74

average percent
FRPL-eligible

Annual cost per resident
$48,068

$60,000

cost per resident
in year 1

$20,342

$20,000

# residents

cost per resident
in year 5

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Y5

176

310

448

519

521

Figure 4: Reducing Costs for Residencies through Program Redesign

compare to TQP average
cost per resident:

$48,196
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reduce annual hiring needs for districts with high
turnover by two-thirds. Since fewer teachers
would need to be prepared, costs for preparation
would be reduced signiﬁcantly within a few years
(See appendix 1).

ultimately, policymakers will need to assess
whether the right amount of money is being spent
on teacher preparation to ensure a quality, diverse
teaching force. to answer that question, our
preparation systems will need to ﬁrst guarantee
that all candidates have the opportunity to learn
to teach through high-quality programs that
include strong clinical experiences so teachers are
adequately prepared and more likely to stay in the
profession. candidates’ ﬁnancial burdens
currently prohibit reaching such a goal.

government has the power to stop the cycle of
candidates pursuing fast-track routes that result
in excessive teacher turnover. State and federal
policies could deﬁne quality preparation in
partnership with professionals and commit dollars
to funding candidates who matriculate through
quality programs.

all candidates could receive living stipends. those
who commit to teaching in high-need certiﬁcation
areas and hard-to-staff schools could also receive
forgivable loans, housing vouchers, and other
ﬁnancial incentives, helping mitigate the low
economic returns to teaching during crucial early
years in the career. Such investments would yield
signiﬁcant returns to communities, states, and the
nation.

opportunities to encourage System Shifts
teacher preparation in the u.S. is highly
decentralized, and therefore complicated to
change. States have legal authority to regulate
education within their borders, offering some
degree of inﬂuence over the sector. in recent
years, many have embraced solutions that
“disrupt” the traditional system, simultaneously
proliferating loosely regulated alternatives to
entering the profession while more tightly
regulating traditional programs.73

in 2002, in the wake of the passage of the no child
left Behind act (nclB), Secretary of education
rod Paige hailed alternate routes as the “solution”
for the nation’s “broken system” of teacher
preparation, asking states to “seize upon alternate
routes to certiﬁcation as a mechanism for
increasing the supply of teachers while
maintaining (or improving) their quality. Such
routes can also serve as models for the
certiﬁcation system as a whole.”74 Since then,
states have seized that opportunity. in 2002, only
8% of all programs were alternatives. today more
than a third are, whether housed in higher
education, non-proﬁts, for-proﬁts, or districts.75
But over the same period of time, alternative
routes have lowered requirements for practice
before becoming a teacher. Before nclB, 23% of
teachers entering through alternative routes had
no practice teaching experience; by 2011, that
proportion had reached 40%.76 in addition to
creating a less stable teacher work force because
of high turnover from alternatively prepared
teachers,77 the sector is also more fragmented
21
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than it has ever been, compounding challenges for
lawmakers to create coherent policies that can
ensure every student has teachers who are well
prepared before they take over a classroom.

internationally over the same span of time, other
nations that developed high-performing
education systems, including leaders such as
Finland, Singapore, canada, Shanghai, and
australia, took a dramatically different approach.
they worked with educators to create
professional standards that embody principles of
human development and continuous learning, and
they created more rigorous, uniform and wellsupported systems for teacher preparation that
raised expectations for every aspiring teacher, not
just those in certain programs.78

the national conference of State legislatures in
No Time to Lose: How to Build a World-Class
Education System State-by-State, has argued that
states can and should take lessons from these
international systems.79 Many countries have
education systems of a scale and complexity that
resemble individual states, and states hold legal
responsibility for providing education to their
residents, as is the case in other countries. Beyond
investing dollars directly to fund teacher
residency planning and candidate supports, states
have the power and authority to build vision,
change regulations, and create coalitions and
supports to forward an agenda for more systemic,
high-quality teacher preparation.

Networked Learning to Build the Vision

Building new approaches within our current
system will require shifts in culture, knowledge,
and practice. to build momentum, disseminate
ideas, and learn what works, states should support
systematic learning and diffusion of innovation
across the P-20 education system.
networked learning shows promise for residency
development. louisiana held regular statewide
conferences to share and learn about residency
pilots; two years later, they created new
regulations for residency-style preparation for
undergraduate education in the state.80 the
california State university (cSu) system, through
the new generation of educators initiative,
supports residency pilot programs with a similar
networked learning model, with a goal of ensuring

Statewide Task Forces on Residencies

commissions, work groups, and Blue ribbon
Panels that include a range of stakeholder
participation have the capacity to help design
ways to build sustainably funded teacher
residencies. groups might be tasked with
exploring how to address candidates’ ﬁnancial
challenges, to develop more authentic P-20
partnerships, or to improve quality across
alternative and traditional programs.
when states signal their intention to commit to
seriously studying and addressing an issue,

A Linked Labor Market

residencies are a worthwhile investment for
schools and districts regardless of hiring needs.
additional educators in classrooms can improve
student outcomes.86 elite prep schools regularly
employ assistant teachers who offer the kind of
full-time classroom support that residents
provide.

For most districts, though, funding residencies will
require a more tightly linked labor market. if
residents intend to work in the district, reﬂect the
communities they serve, and certify in high-need
ﬁelds, districts have strong incentives to support
them ﬁnancially. Better understandings of
certiﬁcation pathways and hiring patterns could
support partnerships in designing more aligned

all cSu graduates experience rich clinical
practice.81 the colorado coalition of residency
educators (co-core) works together to learn
together across a range of program models how
to scale high-quality teacher residencies.82

Supporting such efforts from a state level would
not only help disseminate strong innovations but
would also offer a window into strong bets for
effective policy levers moving forward. States
across the nation have residencies, some
longstanding, some new. learning networks,
whether structured as professional learning
communities, communities of practice, or more
formal networked improvement communities
(nics), would help move the ﬁeld forward through
uncharted territory.83
reports and recommendations can become
change drivers. Maryland has used two
commissions to develop its strategic vision, which
helped the state reach top ranking in the nation.84
new york now regularly uses a professional work
group process to recommend state regulatory
changes in education.85 Such groups have the
added beneﬁt of creating a network that can help
implement changes in the system once
recommendations are adopted.

programs; states could facilitate that work
through improved data and analytics.

the returns to tightening the labor market could
transform education. PrePared to teach has run
cost models exploring whether tighter labor
market linkages between preparation programs
and districts might allow for full funding of
residents. our analyses indicate that, within 5
years, reallocation of small portions of existing
substitute teaching, professional development,
and paraprofessional dollars could pay for half of
a $15,000 stipend; savings from reduced turnover
could pay for the other half (see appendix 2).
every student could learn with a well-prepared
teacher committed to the profession.

oPPortunitieS For Policy and action
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Understanding Costs and Benefits of Quality Teacher Preparation

when teachers understand how to create safe,
supportive, and engaging climates, children and
youth build a sense of belonging in the world.
when instruction is grounded in pedagogies that
challenge and encourage creativity, young minds
ﬂourish and develop identities with a sense of
curiosity and possibility. when schools
understand and respect their communities,
parents are partners with their children’s
educators, reinforcing mindsets and expectations
that help their offspring thrive.87

the formal study and practical experience needed
for teachers to learn how to realize the potential
for this broader vision of quality education cannot
be sidestepped if we want quality schools. Funded
teacher residencies can help us achieve that goal.

we know almost nothing of the impact of ﬁnancial
burdens on teaching, but it is possible, perhaps
even likely, that such burdens correlate with
individuals’ performance as aspiring and
practicing teachers. a robust ﬁnancial burden
indicator might explain some of the observed
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oPPortunitieS For Policy and action

variation within and between teacher preparation
programs’ quality as measured by graduates’
impact on student learning. 88 if this were true,
ﬁnancial supports could have a positive effect on
the entire education system by reducing ﬁnancial
stress.

States have legal responsibility for and economic
interest in ensuring every child has a quality
teacher. to improve teacher preparation, states
could frame the role of preparation in the
profession broadly, including both costs and more
multidimensional learning and behavioral
outcomes to understand the beneﬁts that better
prepared teachers might bring to students.89

other nations have embraced these kinds of
values, to good ends. State leadership seeking to
deeply understand how best to use dollars for the
public good would doubtless attract the support
and interest of educators and researchers, helping
build a coalition committed to transformation of
the teacher preparation ecosystem.

appendix 1: State alternative certification Policies
State
alabama
alaska
arizona
arkansas
california
colorado
connecticut
delaware
district of columbia
Florida
georgia
hawaii
idaho
illinois
indiana
iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
nebraska
nevada
new hampshire
new Jersey
new Mexico
new york
north carolina
north dakota
ohio
oklahoma
oregon
Pennsylvania
rhode island
South carolina
South dakota
tennessee
texas
utah
vermont
virginia
washington
west virginia
wisconsin
wyoming

Required experiential learning
Partially required
Partially required
not required
Partially required
not required
not required
Partially required
required for all
Partially required
not required
not required
Partially required
Partially required
not required
Partially required
required for all
required for all
Partially required
not required
not required
required for all
required for all
required for all
not required
not required
not required
not required
Partially required
not required
not required
required for all
Partially required
Partially required
Partially required
not required
not required
not required
Partially required
not required
Partially required
Partially required
Partially required
Partially required
not required
not required
Partially required
Partially required
Partially required
not required
required for all
Partially required

Minimum when required
1 week or less
length not speciﬁed
not required
1 - 5 weeks
not required
not required
5 - 10 weeks
length not speciﬁed
length not speciﬁed
not required
not required
1 - 5 weeks
1 - 5 weeks
not required
1 - 5 weeks
1 week or less
length not speciﬁed
1 - 5 weeks
not required
not required
length not speciﬁed
1 - 5 weeks
length not speciﬁed
not required
not required
not required
not required
length not speciﬁed
not required
not required
1 week or less
length not speciﬁed
length not speciﬁed
1 week or less
not required
not required
not required
length not speciﬁed
not required
1 - 5 weeks
1 - 5 weeks
1 - 5 weeks
length not speciﬁed
not required
not required
10 - 15 weeks
1 - 5 weeks
length not speciﬁed
not required
length not speciﬁed
length not speciﬁed

not required: State does not require experiential learning for any alternate routes
Partially required: requires experiential learning but only for some alternate routes
required for all: requires some form of experiential learning, while the length may not be speciﬁed
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a p p e n d i x 2 : P r o j e c t i o n a n a l y s e s f o r r e t e n t i o n tr e n d s
PrePared to teach has explored the potential impact of residency pipelines on the hiring needs of urban districts if programs
used residencies to prepare candidates to ﬁll vacancies created by high rates of novice teacher turnover. we developed and
applied a model for program growth and funding to six urban districts of varying sizes and geographies, using a combination of
national and district data. in each district, our modeling predicted turnover to be reduced by approximately 66% over the course
of ﬁve years as an increasing number of residents were prepared to meet districts’ recurring hiring needs.

attrition within the districts declines in our modeling because residency-prepared teachers with higher retention rates ﬁll
vacancies created by other novice teachers who leave the profession early in their careers. as a result, districts would be able
to redirect cost savings from reduced turnover to cover up to about 50% of resident stipends within ﬁve to seven years. districts
could even enjoy net savings by using strategic resource reallocation approaches to fund large portions of the stipend costs.
Such reallocation methods include the use of substitute teaching dollars and other instructional support and supervision
resources, including portions of dollars normally spent on professional development, paraprofessional positions, and tutoring
or other supplemental instructional approaches. we have explored some of these resource reallocation methods in depth in
our prior reports, Clearing the Path: Redesigning Teacher Preparation for the Public Good and Investing in Residencies, Improving
Schools: How Principals Can Fund Better Teaching & Learning.

Resident Stipend Funding Sources
Sub dollars

Other reallocation

Turnover savings

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Model overview: assumptions & estimates

•

In the first year of the residency program, teacher turnover in a district was estimated at 18% based on national data
reported by nceS for teachers in urban communities;90 other reported attrition rates range from 12-22%, with turnover
in urban districts or in those with high levels of poverty at the higher end of that range.91
• An inaugural program year would prepare 80 residents, growing the residency by preparing enough new teachers
to meet an additional 20% of a district’s total needed hires each year. over the course of 5 years, the residency
program would be projected to meet the vast majority of district hiring needs.

•

Annual early-career (first five years) teacher turnover rate for non-residency prepared teachers was estimated at 22%.
• according to a survey of teachers conducted by the u.S. department of education, almost a quarter of new public
school teachers leave the profession within the ﬁrst three years.92 other research shows that between 40% and 50%
of new teachers leave within their ﬁrst ﬁve years.93 our assumption draws from the more conservative estimate.
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•

Residency programs would target districts’ priority hiring areas, where high rates of novice teacher turnover
contribute to recurring hiring needs, and 85% of residency-prepared teachers would be assumed to remain in
their positions at least five years.
• evaluations of individual residency programs point to their success in raising teacher retention rates, including
in urban schools. while data from existing residency programs show retention rates of about 80 – 95% over
three years, and 70 – 80% after ﬁve years, our model assumes a relatively high rate of 85% given the program
model’s explicit collaborative approach and focus on school improvement.94 while higher than the retention
outcomes for some residencies, it is more conservative than outcome data from new visions’ residency
program in new york city, which found 93% of its completers were still teaching after ﬁve years.95 this model,
which shares an explicit focus on partnership and school improvement, is similar to our proposed residency
model.
• over the course of these 5 years, staff in the district would be more stable and hiring needs from early career
turnover would be diminished to negligible levels. vacancies instead would come from standard retirement
and relatively low sector turnover due to personal circumstances.
• after ﬁve years, our model indicates that district hiring needs would have declined by approximately twothirds compared to their recurring vacancies prior to the residency program.
• in addition, cost savings for reduced turnover accrue as a result of the growing number of residency-prepared
teachers replacing underprepared novice teachers.

•

Our estimates of potential turnover savings that would accrue for each resident that replaces a novice teacher
begins from an estimated $20,000 turnover cost to schools and districts.96 Our model, however, takes into
consideration that not all of the costs associated with teacher turnover are immediately fungible, scaling up the
actual turnover savings over several years, ultimately reaching $17,000 per person after five years.
• this estimate includes a range of costs including those associated with separation, recruitment and hiring
new teachers, and training replacements. the learning Policy institute recently developed and launched a
teacher turnover calculator that helps estimate district costs and cites the relevant research on which we
also base our models.

aPPendix 2
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appendix 3: Methodological considerations around tuition
tuition matters in the economics of teacher preparation. Students now bear a larger portion of the costs of attending college
than in years past.97 twenty years ago, the average net annual tuition costs in a public institution were 3.2% of the national
median salary; today they are 6.8%.98

those costs, though, are not always direct, predictable amounts that candidates pay. tuition is highly variable within institutions,
and tuition sources are an amalgam of funding from individuals, philanthropy, districts, programs, and governments at every
level. tuition also “buys” a range of beneﬁts beyond a teaching certiﬁcate, raising several challenges for understanding how to
calculate the true tuition costs for any particular teacher preparation program. our discussions with programs have surfaced
a set of methodological questions that merit more exploration as the ﬁeld grapples with questions of the economics of teacher
preparation, in particular as related to tuition.
•

Being certiﬁed through a master’s degree program requires a bachelor’s degree.

•

a degree in education provides more than certiﬁcation. undergraduates beneﬁt from coursework in electives, liberal
arts and sciences, and other disciplines; they are provided counseling, health, and wellness services; they have library
privileges; and they enjoy campus life activities. Students at the graduate level also access many services.

•

•

•

Since most states allow undergraduate certification options, should economic analyses of masters-level programs
incorporate the prerequisite tuition costs of a bachelor’s degree?

How should broader benefits that tuition provides be parsed out?

in addition, college degrees confer societal beneﬁts beyond any speciﬁc major, with respect to both employment and
stature.

To what degree are tuition dollars buying degrees, not certifications; and how should the benefits of holding higher education
degrees be accounted for in terms of tuition costs?

Some areas of the country are more expensive; their tuition costs are higher. Public institutions can cost a fraction of
private institutions’ tuition, partly because of state subsidies that private colleges do not receive.

What controls for economic cost analyses might make the most sense to be able compare program costs across different
economic contexts and institutional types?

a decision to attend a particular college is inﬂuenced by perceived quality and actual costs. candidates who have
ﬁnancial means might choose to attend a high cost school for reasons beyond the residency program.
How might economic analyses control for individual choices to attend more expensive institutions?
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